WELCOME TO RESEARCH TECHNOLOGIES
Division of Information Technology

History

T

o support the Stony Brook research
community, the Division of Information
Technology developed a new group called
Research Technologies to act as a liaison with
campus researchers and offer technical expertise
and the opportunity to collaborate with a variety
of IT leaders and IT partners. It’s core mission is
to focus on listening, collaborating, developing,
and/or integrating technology offerings to those
campus community members conducting
research.

SUNY Stony Brook is one
of four University Centers
in the State University of
New York system and a
member of the prestigious
Association of American
Universities (AAU), an
organization of 60 leading
research institutions in the
United States and Canada
devoted to maintaining
strong academic research
and education.

Contact Us!
Give us a call for more
information
(631) 632-1156
Visit us on the web at :
www.stonybrook.edu/
researchtech

What We Do

W

e are here to help you facilitate, pilot, and
support technology so you can focus on your
research needs. We offer help with all aspects of
technology needs for the grant process from data
management plans, vendor relations, liaison with
internal IT groups, and the exploration of data storage.

Future Projects

R

esearch Technologies may work to investigate
technical aspects, streamline, pilot, and assist
with technical requests as they relate specifically to
research. This could entail working with an individual
researcher or team to understand the technical nature
of their research and how information technology
could support their goals and objectives.

Research Technologies
has a campus-wide
technology focus to
support multidisciplinary research
initiatives which will
hopefully foster future
collaboration and
shared best practices.

You can DoIt with us, We create Possibilities

Contact Us!
Give us a call for more
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(631) 632-1156
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